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, AN APPEAL TAKEN MAN'S PERO TEMPORARY ORDER WOMAN HANGED DID NOT SUCCEED RYAN A WITNESS
• In The Peoples Home Purchasing Cases
leeee:RED OUT OF
COURT ON DECISION.

CLAIMS JUDGE EVANS WILL, FIRST
SARAH
BAGWELL
LOOK INTO PETITION
' BUNY'ER BAGWELL ABANDFOR ROVALONED HER.

Tradewater Coal Company
Suit Againet C. R. Masai—rug
Suit for Damages.

MEZCHODISr COLLWE
Ithrderess Pays the Legal THEQUESTION
Before the Insurance InvesTO COME Ult
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Matter at, esmiagth.

to Marry Again She Gets
• Court Granted Another Continuance
ILavotter L. K. Taylor returned last
On the groend that lier husband
t Help Her Kill Ilex
Yesterday morwhig at 4 o'clock ConsiderableelenWNW lliagmaienced in
the
on
Case
the,Mount
, in
Getting Him. Ile Answer Cerabandoned her, Sarah Bagwell yes- evening at 6:os o'clock for LouisviAe,
there teturned from Lexington, Ky.,
Husband.
Affidavit Filed
tain Quarters.
terday in the circuit court filed a suit where be went and appeared before
Rev.' T. J. Nieweite of the Broadfor divorce against term, ritunyer Bag- Judge Walter tams in the United
way Methodist church, who went
well. They w‘e married here dur- States court in behalf of the dethere on business connected with the
UNUSUAL
EFFORTS
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ing 1894 and she claims he left her fendant in the'junction suit of the
e A NUMBER OF FINES
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TO SAYE MLR LIFE Methodist collage which will be toCentral railroad against L. E
ASSESSED ON INDICTMENTS a number of years ago. In addition
THREATENED PAN IC
(atm! somewhere
Western Kento the severance of the matennonial Stevenson, administrator of the estate
tucky by the Louisville ooerference of
ties the valid* to be restored to her of the lateee's wife, 'Mrs. Lucy Stevwonot,
Dtc„*Lheurs. -Mary M. E. churches North, that was, put
eason. The railroad got out an inNew York, Dec. e ft.—Thomas F.
Quite an important decision was maiden name of Sarah Ledbetr.
charge of the Mrs. Susan Speed
junction to prevent Stevenseo from MOW Rogees was theiged at the Va.
Ryan before the insurance investigat• eendered yesterday by Judge Reed in
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Sued On Account. I
the circuit court in one of the cases
ago. Dr. Neveali, did tot accomplish ing coramittentoday testified that he
The tradewater coal compa y filed ed him in the local circuit court, acwhere indictments had been returaed
the mission be went 011, but this does bought the Hyde Equitable 'stock bethe
count
wife
his
of
who
death
was
:
Itruk
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" taan
Roweas
hotononneed dead not signify that it well root be done, cause he believed that by so doing
'
'
against H. H. Loving and others, suit against Charles Rudoff infasop killed by
one o fthe I. C freight
he prevented the most tremendous
of the People's Home Purchasing for $44Re5 chained doe plaintiff &but
sHsiettheobjecinsettweras
trains that caught here on the treadle by the
furnished
plaintiff
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defendant
for
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son three years ago when .be Ilhe execution took place after the
Mason while the latter was;sin the at
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picnic
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teprieved
'here last year.
Woman bad
levee twice
of a private cotteern that Anal with
account of appoae, made in her case enlist conferences that etched° all of lowed if the likpitable would leave`
railroad employes at that place.
For Countess Death.
been put is the hands of a receiver.
out a license. In the Loving gage
The arguments oo the suit were by her centirsel and otter the United Kentucky.
J W. Troutman, administrator-of
Mr. Rya, said that alter his purthe accused entered a demurrer to Jehn Countee,
Mrs.
Speed
she
her
left'
died
When
colored. eleilehesuet heard before Judge Evans yesterday States supreme court refused to take
chase
E. W
it
t
Harriman,
president of
the indictment, claiming that the against the
several million dealers estate to the
Illinois Central raiirce611 and be announted that be would
ific railroad, desired to
the Union
grand jury did not have the legal for S2.000 damages, account the death grant the temporary restraining or- action in the oast.
()dist
th
c
the
Me
hurches
comprising
Onty a comparatively few peesone
share in the ' chase. Mr. Ryan reright to indict individually the officountees who was employed as a der against Stevenson, pending an in- hhoteard the banging, che number Louisville conference, which belongs fused Mr. H ' . n's offer.
if
isle of a concern for some alleged
to
the
to
Northern
as
This
Methodists.
question
vestigation
into
the
member of the railroad section gang
to
'to Answer.
violation of the law committed by working out _of this city. One day whether or not tbe railroad made out being restricted to those permitted
estate is so great that it was plated
Vermont.
of
laws
the
angled
by
the corporation and not the individ the gang was working about Garrison a case on their petition for a removal
in the hands of the educational board 'Mr. Ryan *heed to answer quest was 'said in the contions as tob
ual. On the demurrer being entered creek, eight miles from here on the of the original damage suit from
of that conference, ottd now this
Remarkable Causer.
een hiinself and Mr.
er
versation
•
Judge Reed suotairied same and dis- Louisville division, putting the road state to federal court, when this was
up
putting
board
ham
contemplating
three
The career of Mrs. Regers
missed the indictment. 'Che coin:none bed in good condition.
colleges out of the money, one in ffs
Pt freight done many months ago.
lri.ran.
erT
Hughes said he wanted to
a rem.arkabie one A wife at t6
been
-wealth's attorney Chen took an ap- train came bowling along, ad the secIn reaching this conclusion Judge yews,
and a murderess at 59, Eastern Kentucky, one in Central know whether there heat any truth
age
age
of
peal to the appellate court at Frank- tion gang stepped to one aide of the Evans will procure from the federal
Western Ken - in the report that it woo lainted there
the day of her Kentucky and one in
fort for a final nearing to test the track to let it pass. A side door of court clerk here Capt. John R. Par- sin 'i.e but 1.2 on aad
churetres in Mount cases e01 ore Vilffi* from next
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thisi
outside
After the judge had sustained the in midst of the section men, Counter and then if it made out a case the still had a strange influence on those conference, belong to the M. E. Tuesday: This was don4 ,ip order
that there could he gotten here the
were
demurrer to the Iserring indictment being struck on the bead and killed. temporary order will be issued, en- she met, and tor admirers
church South, and are included in abseut
with-noes
many.
there was continued one balance of
by
joining Stevenson from collecting the
Want Spookia.
affections the Kentucky conference South, the Mount in his affidavit etteatheteed
for a continuIn two baying won the
the charges against the other officials 'Lawyers Hendrick, Miller lc Marand
Louisville
the ance, and who contends thin if these
inference S'c'tith
of the concern until the final action ble filed suit for J. P. Pierce, adOn return yesterday Lawyer Tay- of throe men, she encompass/sett the Memphis "
conference, South. Paducah
inthe instance where the demurrer ministrator of leflateolus Greenlee, lor stated that the judge did not set death of tier-husband, Marcus H. is a member of the Memphis confer- parties are here they will give testiwas upheld. The others who were against the Padua& Tractiqn com- the suit down for 'hearing as to the Rogers with the aid of another ad- ence on account of being in the ex- money that is favorable to him, and
indicted jor the same'allegation are pany, and Paducah City Railway permanent injunction, but that if inieer, Leon Perham, to ehe end that treme western portion of the state, eel show he wast41,51i6ed .in shootam might marry a turd lever, Mauing Willis Nutty, the jockey, in the.„
Diek
-Dr. C. E. Whitesides, company for $30,000 damages on ac- same was grantia, the decision
and. being closer to Memphis than gambling room above t*: Stag saW. B. Kennedy, J. S. Bordeaux count of the death of Greenlee, who would be carried to the circuit do- rice Iiinapp. Parham confessed and
-the loon
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uston,
way brie month since. One car had the supreme court of the United to
the =WAmessed Broo.
of Rev. New* Mr. linty C. Criftendert county,
A fine of $roo and costs Ames as- stopped at the end of Broadway, and State* winces es the highest telbunsi
as committed.
Whitttell ionicScott and others where in Vanamares,
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time
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term of court on the charge of wil- changing his trolley, when a third
Mary
The crime for which Mrs
this end the Padsfully neglecting his official duties as car crashed into the one in front of
Mabel Rogers was sentenced to death loolttpg tensor&
put
jailer. The grounds for the charges Greenlee and pushed it into tit one
was the murder of leer husband, Mar 'c'' Ireabmil the allege fund
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large in the court house block Willis
Saloons in Indiana.
CHIEF WOODS AND COMMIS- cotted Mrse Roger* bad he'ele see the Memphis confeeence, the two
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charge of killing Willis Nutty above Republicans Held Another of Their
sa the Memphis conference. and lie went decision of the board of consmissionbba4Y
Familiar Lantern Meetings.
the Stag Saloon on North Fourth
011 !the day of the nsurder
4
the edu- era of Clark county,. Inds, which was
street
Last evening en North Third
street one night late yaw. ago.
Rogers went to Bennington to visit to Lexington to meet With
given In Jeffersotwille yesterday, no
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‘compamy for conducting a business city legislative boards, these holdWalloon-too river. While caressing could not be done
years, the liminess haviteen rewithout first filing with the secretary over members now in, and the new
hith she induced dim to allow her to the (*mired change' Large delega. monstrated out of tile e rsnity unbits() bee hands. and while be was hone from each of the educational der the new Moore law, which has
of state at Frankfort a certificate ones who come into the bodies after
powerless .be chioroformed hint In bodies were there and they talked the already closed lefirinroe and Utica
showing "eile &one of the company the first of next year.
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had with the present Democratic
dent of the Louisville board. This good. Notice of appeal was filed.
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court on the charge of doing a pawn
country over. iseo the aver, Where it was found fixed until some time after the first only saloon in the township, which is
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located at Memphis. Under the de'broker's loftiness 'without a license.
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to go to a higher court as Achenfore finally turning same over to the goiters endeavored to collect her bus of the commonwealth
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that the strikethare securing Informa- department there.
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jury.
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is also said that a reedit has broken
Members
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it
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0. V. Bauer an Sam Liebe! were out at Elizabethpol and that Mein- era, to see
Sutherland of uttsrtfer ill the first degree.
state Linde Murphy Can Go After Serving
Thursday liven $tis each for con- rectionary troops are' masters of the John Bonds and Dick
Parhero was senterreed to imprison' riding for the appointment of a
to
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Time at Eddyville Prison.
get
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wothe
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ducting a nuisance in the nature of a situation at Novorossisysk.
merit fo life, while the verdict in Mrs. commission to examine
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go
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disorderly saloon. -Yesterduy they
Rogers' case whe death on the galThe situation as Khff is described'
County Attorney George Edwards,
house unanimously, but was defeated
asked the court for a new trial, but as being an extremely serious one.
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date set for of Benton, arrived in the city yesterit. ('he often senate.
Fine Performance.
this has twit yet been passed on by Some accounts say that a massacre
stated that they
the execution was February 3, mos, day 00 bissirsese and
Judge Reeti.
Appeal to Legislature.
has taken plce in which osoo per- 'A very large crow was at The Kento come
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want
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The United States supreme court
morality.
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imprisoned
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There was coritinued the proceed- Middle Russia. Elemehere all the most talented and accomplished en- provides
wheel a person is sea- was petitioned twice, but
'erous caves charging him with selling charging Bmeiley Jones with wil- government:. attempts to resume tertainers showing titre this season reseed to death a session of the kg- stay the sentence of the Vermont ing Whisky without a license at Gilthe
•
fully destroying vegetables of .arootet- telegraphic comerounication have been She quickly won popularity with
ishoure must be 'held between the court.
bertevitte. Murphy was releasee
MTh. Rogers is the fleet person front the county jelT there to come
unsuccessful. In this city there has entire house, as did her excellent sup- time of the sentence and the date !set
er out in the county.
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sentenced to death in Vermont withJohn Woods one fined ea5 and been a partial resumption of trnit de- port which comprised many
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refused clemency. In Vermont all street. He got One year for this ofSon Henley fined the same amount in requires two policemen or two sol- formances held here for
deeightful titre various attempts were made to
one case charging him wit gemblittg diers to escort ecery carrier. In the Shay's singing was a
commute Mrs. Rogers' sentence, but executions are bent in the state pris- fense and is now in the bkCractorts
and dismissed the other tinge. of postoffece, the officials who can be feature of the show
alt failed. Then an attempt was on and by a pectrkity of the Ver- enmity jail, where he will be kept an
spared are working in other departthis nature.
made to pass a taw abolishing cepital mont law the duty of hanging con- t court is over anul. these taken to
ments with volunteers, some of whom
whisky ptinfislIntent in Vermont, but that also denoted murderers devolves upon the Eektyville to do time. When he finpioneer
Freiberg,
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are of high rank. Princess ObolenMount Cam C
distiller, of Cincinnati, faikel. An attempt to eecure a pees mberiff of Windsor county, regardless ishes the term for rohltpro he will
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The court granted a
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He
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Troubles of the Rich.
011 Magnate--Ah, my boy, a nih
lionalre's poaition is a hard one.
Skeptical Friend-In what way?
Oil Magnate-If I hoard my wealtt
they say I'm a skinflint, and if I givt
my money away they say I am tryina
to ease my guilty conscience.-Tite
Bits.

SCHOOL TRUSTEES THIEVES HELD
BELIEVES
LIEB
SUPT.
THESE
CHANGING
OFFICIALS.

IN WILL BUCKNER, COLORED, IS
CHARGED WITH STEALING LAP ROBES.

Thinks It a Good Idea for Four Herman Clements, Colored, Was
Held to Grand Jury on Two
Trustees to Be Elected Every
Charges Yesterday.
Year-His Ideas.

Yesterday morning in the police
Superintendent Lieb, of the public
the
Bill Buckner, colored, was 'held
before
court
laying
intended
schools,
council and alciermeo of this city to the circuit court grand ,jury on. the
last Tuesday evening„an important charge of stealing some lap robes
question when these officials were from Roy McKinney, and some shoes
•considering what changes should be from Rudy, Phillips & Company.
Herman Clements, colored, was
made to the charter governing secsuperintendent
to the grand jury on two chargheld
The
cities.
ond class
overlooked the mattes- though, but es, one being that of falsely swearwill see Mayor Yeiser and others ing and the other that of obtaining
when they return from the second money by false pretenses. In the
class city delegate conference at Lex- swearing case it is claimed he swore
ington, and see if anything can yet falsely under oath in the police court
while testifying in another case some
be done.
The idea of the superintendent is months ago. As to the warrant
to change the teems of school trus- charging obtaining money by false
tees from two to three years and let pretenses, Driver John Austin, of the
four members be elected every year patrol wagon, oharges;Clensents with
for three years. At present the tears stealing a chair from the driver's restees serve for two years each, six idence yard on Adanis street near
members being aleeted one year and Ninth, and then carrying same, to
six the following year. In this man- Meadows, the aecondshagiel furniture
ner there ere only six olcL psembers dealer of Fifth and Norton streets,
it, the board when the *ix new mem- and selling the chair to the latter by
miter Brown," at The Kentucky, Monday Matinee and Night-Coupon
bers come. in, therefor* as may be claiming,it was his own property.
rickets each entertainment.
acwas
chhorect,
start
Daniels,
practically
Cilia
to
has
said the board
$40
stealing
all over again for experience, as the quitted of the charge of
from Annie Coleman, negress. They
ot w trustees equal the old ones.
. In the second class cities of Indi- live in the some house on West Harana there are only three members of rison street, and the Daniets woman
the school board, one elected each was accused of taking the money
-Year for terms of three Yaws. This from the other's roosn.
The Survivor of the Fittest.
:slakes the tenure of one expine every
Miagy Robinson, colored, was ar"Mo Friend freers Arkarssow„" BILLS GONE OVER AND REtwelve months when be;or 'his suc- raigned and her case left open after which will be Fern at The Kentucky
TURNED TO JUDGE WALcessor is elected for three years. in part of the testimony had been heard. tonight, is Ore final sesevivor of more
TER EVANS.
this manner a majority of old and She is charged with breaking into the than twenty of the so-caNed rural
experienced members are always in residence of ?vlattie • Lowe, cohned,, plays offered the public during the
the board to run thing's while the and stealing some wearing append.
last six years. It is natural to pre- Trustee Boyd Wants to Sell
the
new trustee is getting "broke in."
sume that this is because the great
Fixtures and Furniture at Taylor
Over in the Miseceri second class
public, the final arbitrators:. of all
Fisher's Store.
eiies the aehool boards are composed
things in this country, have given
of six metnbent, two being elected
"My Friend From Atirarasaw" a high
every year for three yews parte and
er place in their estimation than all
this method thereby employed to
Lawyers ilagby & Martin have re°there ccanbined and paid more than
keep four old member, in all 04 THE I C IS PREPARLNhG TO a million dollars to prove their ap- turned to Judge Walter Evans, at
time.
Louisville, the claims against the
SPEND BIG SUM AT JACKpreciation of its merits.
'The local board is composed of
SON, TENN.
There is probably not a single per- steamboat Chattanooga, the judge
members and Superintendent
son in the country, if not too busy, having sent down here for the PaduLich believes it would be a good
that would not *Wit da theatrical cah lawyers to check over the claims
idea to make the terms of trustC! Reports Are That Baines. Is Quite perfoiernimee if he or she wore sure against the owners of the boat which
itlerie;e yeift and let four be elected
that it conesined sufficient merit to was sold through the United States
Heavy Over the Nashville Divisevery twelve motehe. This woad
delight them, and thereby justify court in order to pay the creditors.
ion of the I C.
o keep eight experienced members in
their attendance. Reasoning ioasn The lawyers found all the claims
something
the body all the tine,
by the time
this it is sale to *ay diet The ten- proper, they amounting to
like $3.500, and within the next ten
the next election the four new ones
tucky will he minded this teething
The Jackson (Tenn.) Whig 9f Wed when the people will be given an op- days Judge Evans will handdoavn his
would be experienced and have dings,
t rep.ort ordering the bills paid out of
Cenflltu1ifl
Tt ood circler, by the time nee*/ states that the II4.i
pertunity of'wean Robert Sherman'f
tare proceeds of the boat sale,
erect
a
to
preparing
tral
is
railroad
the next election when the next four
big production.
rew trustees world be elected by the mammoth mew freight warehouse and
This attraction conies to one dijg
depot V that city for accommoda- with Ore %ghost recommerstietio ns
PectrieSal Fixtures.
winch
A number of people spoken to re- tion of its increasing business
from the prime and 'people wharir it
Trustee A -P. Boyd,-of tbe Taylor
,gaoling the feasibility of the project has reached mantrucilb proportions has been presented, and aravs eine 0. Fisher bankruptcy proceeding, yesseem to think it would prove better there. The new structure will face seeking good, wholesome amusement terday filed before Referee Beaty, of
smith on Shannon street and be 600 %broad rest miss seeing it
than at prieseet.
court, a petition. rethe
Mr. Lids intended having the city feet in length, or nearly two blocks
ion to sell the fix4
que
boards consider the questbore before long. Eaten son of the Birstaingituun,
tures kadlatertore. of the bankrupt's
"Buster..
Brown."
goinsr to Lexington but he overlook- Ala., branch into Jackson neoessitatManage/. Roberts, of The Kentucky cigar, tobacco and billiard room esthe matter. It iv more than prob ed increased facilities into Jacksoit, will have for itais attraction "Rueter tablishment
near
Broadway
ou
able that nothing cadet be done in end thousands of <hitters eriti be spent Brown," for matinee and night Mon Fourth street. The trustee has been
this reapect unless the matter was in meeting the emergency.
day, the 11th. This is Melville B. selling the stock out by joblots, and
The contracts for the new freight
decided o nat the Lexington conferRaymond's .soccessful cartoon com- now wants permission to dispose of
ence
between the representatives house are 'being le now and proba- edy and means that the S. R. O. the fixtures. Referee Bagby fixed the
from all citiee of this class the state bilities are that work will start the sign will be displayed for this en- filth of this month as the date to
over oid they agreed to it, as the first of next year.
gagement. The cortmany is known hear arguments on the question of
legislature generally does what it
to every theatre-goer throughout the disposing of the fixtures.
Nashville District thinks beet for the town affected.
„the scenery, costumes and dee
The traffic over the Tennessee Cen world,
Sell Schwab's Stock.
tral for this city out of Nashville trical effects are new, "show girls"
Bagby ordered Tgustee
Referee
NOTICE.
seems to be taken advuotage of an- who are beautiful to behold, are one Boyd. of the Mosses Schwab case,
mediately by the traveling public, as of the many pleasing featuring of this to sell the stock of clothing, dryThe system cif credit has been so officials coning in from over on that attruction, and ell who do not care goods, etc, belonging to Schwab.
shamefully abused by the public in leased track report that tne business to laugh and enjoy themselves in a The sale will be public, and held the
the matter of collection of "Insist- 'has been pretty heavy and the new general way, possibly as they never 19t11 of this month. The stock is
-once premiums" that the local agents service bide fair to become quite pop did before, are cautioned not to at- valuld at about $3,000.
of Padocah. Ky., have been forced to ular. In coming riot of Nashville the tend the performance of this. ifficatriadopt the following rule with refer- paesengere get away from there at ca 1 "money-getter "
The seat of seats begins this mornence to the collection of premiums. 9 o'clock in the morning and reach
"Recognizing that the Fire Insurance Princeton about noon. There they ing at 9 o'clock and them is going to
business is essentially as well as wait two hours for the accommoda- be a orh. Coupan tickets will be
necessarily, a CASH business by tiort train from Louisville that gets used to the matinee as well as at
reason of the policy cataracts, and in shortly after noon. The leased night.
as all agents are required by the schedule also makes pretty close con
Manager Roberts is in the hest of
rules of their companies, to settle nections with the passenger train .'spirits and is sdlle bowing and smil•
promptly each month for the previous getting here at 9 o'clvick each morn- Mg to all hie Mends over the crowd
month's business, we are therefore ing from Hopkinsvilk,
bound for he is going to have to see "Buster."
forced to ask of our patrons prompt 011eTO. Next Sunday
when the Chi- for the promisee are the best.
payment of all premionee and in or- cago-Nashville flyer comes
It is said there 'are three hours of
on better
der to do so we, the undersigned, connections, still
will be made fbr the fun and gayety to "Buster Brown's"
hereby mutually agree and adopt and eccommodation
performance, and front a few of the
of the public.
pledge ourselves to faithfully carry
exchanges we 'have received, the critout, in the collection of premiums,
ics arta loud in praise of this organMew Tune Card.
the following risk to-wit:
A dispatch from Memphis, Tenn., ization.
"That we notify our patrons, the
yesterday stated as follow*: J. J.
public generally, through the daily
Justice of Peace.
Ga'ven, superintendent of the
press, each agent eigning the notice,
°barite Emery goes into office the
division
of
the
Iilinoire
Central.
that eonimenciag on the lit day of
with headquiartme at Fulton, Ky.; 14. first of the year as justice of the
January 1900, all policiee are due and
peace to succeed Magistrate Richard
payable when th e insurance is effected Eldridge, trainnurater, with headquar
or spots delivery of policy in per- tiers at Jackson, Tenn., and T. Li Barber, but the former has not yet
Dubbe, &shimmer at Felten, arrived docickd where he wilt maintain' his
son or by mail."
in the city nyder. They are working office. Me'. Barber is on Legal, Row
Signed:
nn changes in the timetable.
The in the quarters formerly used by
R. E. ASHBROOK.
SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
most importaot celeste aitmerly effect talheriff Potter.
L. L BEBOUT.
PADUCAH
ed by the conference is the exterisioe
Mr. John J. Bleich the first of the
REEVES & WILCOX.
values in
oder
special
We
year
of
succeeds
the
Justice
Jesse Young
Louieville-Fn passenger
ARRIAlif L WEIL & CO.
Solid Gold Watches
as_ mairistrgte for the taietriet now
service
to
Memphis',
effeetive
Stn
J. FRIEWAN.
Solid Gold Chaffs*
day, which gives Memphis an addi- reperiented by the latter, who keeps
RUDY FAX-TON & CO.
Solid Gold Rings
his
office
on
that
Legal
would
Row.
nint
Mr.
attend
theatrical
a
InlafilIEL BROS.
Gold Link Cuff Buttens.
Solid
Meich
has
not pet decided where his
C. E. JENNINGS.
Solid Gold Brooch Pine, Diamond
'Frank Hitbers, overseer on Dr. vv.(Ace will be. Both the ,new mealsE. G. BOONE.
0. Bailey's farm, near Louisville,
s, however, will select apart- see
'
died.di
FLOURNOY & Burr:
Solid Gold Lockets
from accidental discharge of gun men% by the last of this month.
F. J. MkELWEE.
Solid
Gold Crosses and Neck
while hunting.
MRS. M. D. POWELL.
Chains
DRUMMERS' NOTICE.
?KRIS. R. BURGAUER.
Sterling Silver Spoons
This evening at 7:3o o'clock the P.
Holton Bankrupt.
S. T. RANDLE,
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets
M. Diltz Holton, of Murray, yet- T M C meets at the Palmer grill
J. W. HUGHES.
Sterling Silver Novelties
terday fitted a bankrupts petition in room
Every member should be
'F. C. BOON'E.,
Finest line of Cut Mass
the 'United States eourt cleric's office present as final action will be taken
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Rohn Baker, who served in both the here, giving $6,5oo liabilities, and Ito towards opening our clubrooms.
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
confederate and federal army of the assets. Ile is former master com.MILTON SANCHEZ, Prem.
Olbestes, peomailly
H A. HOOVER, Secy.
unpleasantness, is dead a‘krilisls
aeirov missioner of 'Calloway county and
J. A.'nowitaem A, Optician.
mayor of Murray.
Alba'', Ind. He was a well
21 yaws' experience. art Remy.
W. W. Senteny, for flyer fifty
gentleman in Southern Indiana.
years a physician in Louisville, is
Paducah, Ky.
Subscribe for The Register.
A large Ikte of Eagle emblems in
dead.
stdeti.

AT THE KENTUCKY CLAIMS CHECKED

An Unauthorised Call.
Friend-I understand that th coply
of Boomtown are anxious to ha e youtake charge of their new church?
Popular Preacher-y-e-s, the
has
been some talk about it, but I'm not going.
"Don't you think the Lord Is calling
you to this new field?"
"Oh, no. If He were, He would put it
in their hearts to offer me a bigger salary."-N. Y. Weekly.

A Genius.
"Yes, 3 think my new son-in-law has
a genius for finance."
"Has he been making money on
stocks?"
"No; but he's lust got borne after.
three weeks' vacation, with $7.50 is
cash."-Chidtigo Record-Herald.

Olergyman's Luck.
Jukes--Who was the best man al
the wedding?
Jenkins-Well, I'm not sure. The
bride's father got all the bills to pay,
the bridegroom had to buy diamond
brooches for the bridesmaids, the
guests had to give handsome presents:,
upon my word, I tblab this best man.
was the clergaman-be was the only
one who made anything out of le-TitBits.

irresistible.
"I saw Orumby talking to you yes'
terday. I thought you said he never
spoke to you any more?"
"He doesn't, usually, but he noticed
had a oold, and he couldn't resist the
temptation to tell me an unfailing remedy for it."-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol.

Err.

"The

T.

for
-°
l
e
•ApPi
Fro
Mrs
he
„Mrs
Man
-Cap

Kis First Intimation.
"How did you find out that you could
draw?" inquired the admirer of the celebrated illustrator.
"By the marks I resolved in school
for the excelleaoe and fidelity of my
work," replied the eminent one. "My
work was a caricature of my beloved
teacher on the blackboard and the marks
came from the teacher's eass."--Cieveland Plain Moder.

"Haven't decided! If his hair is tape
dolly luxuriant I'll advise him to be
eras/clan. If his beard is particularly
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."Washington Star.
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A FREIGHT HOUSE
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'T14:

She-They've been secretly engaged
tor a year.
He-How do you know?
She-Why, she's told almost everybody -Chicago Journal

He-It will bars to be love in a cotLase.
She-Oh! Charles, a cottage at Newport:"--Philatielphia Press.

The leodarn Jaak Horner.
Little Jack Horner
Sat in the corner,
And Nat why to
The corner he sat
I. putts bag to gnaw
I'm obliged to analana.
'Twee the only place
Left ITS the flat.
-ledge

Leather Illarmineat
There was a mil in ear Iowa.
She was a sder Is amen:
Away she roe with &a tilt=
As molders have Seem
Rut asises Ser a ausseat 4I4
Tide sudden IMO 'ewes wreag;
Pet wheat she with the vale eloped
Sae to its. bone along.
-Mosso News,

A Call Lea*.
The laexpertemed Olee ton Atlantis
kneel mmmad &AY 011i)-By George! But
the sea eartataly gives a fellow •great
appetite
The II:vertu:iced One-Not gives. my
boy-merely lenda-Puck.

Woes ef a Social Idea.
"Why 'radial Bleier at the ball?"
"Couldn't get his eveadag clothes."
"Didirt the tailor send them in
timer.
"No, the trouble was that the clothing store man had rented''em to another fellow -Cleveland Leader.

Peasurared.
"You haven't married me just to spite
somebody,have you ?"she asked. looklag
anxiously up into his hottest Woe eyes
"No, dear," an absentmindedly replied. "I took you for your money
alone."-Record-Herald.

To Se asset
"What's the matter with Mcfloshr
"He fell down and broke the viaduct
of his nose."
"You mean the bridge,"
"Well, I think viaduct is the better
On Sertka
word. No water ever passes under it.
Pit
out
is
on
Monte,
Jim-Say,
you know."--Cleveland Leader.
e"
triikke_
shm
— Iris. He shtruck fee more pay,
Sick of His Bargain.
thin he shtruck th' boss, thin he shtruca
She-He had a long sickness, yot
a con an' now he's shtrikin's b tone in tit say?
penitentlary.-Judge.
He-Yes, and has since married the
lturItt.
Why He Did It.
"What is the result?"
"He must think a lot of his horse."
"Oh, he's sicker now than be WM)
"Why"
before!"-Yonkers Statesman.
"to( suss he named her eater his wife."
"That horse Is aconfirmed kicker, and
A Companion.
the hardest horse to manage that he has
"He reminds me of a postage stamp
got "-Hcuston Post.
that you've carried in your pocket too
long."
Recrimination.
"As how?"
The Auto-I don't balk. o run away
"Ile's so badly stuck on himself that
or shy at hermless thing: in the road be isn't worth two cents for any peso'
'fah!
.
tical use.--Cleveland Leader.
The Horsc-And I don't break )wn,
or explode, or turn turtle over bridges
lure Sign.
yam -rti'tag° Sun.
"I wonder If Bliggine will make the
race for sheriff again?"
All In Revealed.
"He's been telling everybody that to
NI you bel.eve it in trillhehat ball bold the office Is a personal micelles
Id doesal know how the other for him."
es?"
oui.
"That settles It. He's In the field
"No. They're building all the apart- for keeps."-Chicago Sun.
ment houses with %le shafts now."-Cleveland liuder.
Prank.
"Do you ever accept retainers from
Pearl, Rolled in It.
railroads or other corporations?" in"Oar office boy chopped into poetry quired the Mend.
yesterday."
"Well, yes," replied Senator Smooth"How was that?"
"Ind ocoaskreally, when the ease
guy,
"The literary editor kicked him :zto warrants, I even demand them."-Chithe waste basket1"-Cleveland Leader.
cago Sun.
The Kind like Wanted.
Nothing to Oome Between Them.
Lady-Do you think this medicine
"Beillsilow" cooed she, "we seem
would do my husband shy good? '
nearer
to-night than we over have berare
of
it,
-1m
madam
Druggist
fore."
Lenly-larsp! What other kinds have
"Yes," replied be. "1 should bay*
you got?-italge.
shaved my mustache a year ago."Houston Post.
Poor Monad.
Reuben Haymed-That's &Wu] poor
No Preference.
ground in Deacon Haxdup's tart&
"What do you consider the most pleasRoger Turniptop-I should Sea uoi Ot
a dry year you can't raise an tuabrella ant month in the year?"
"T henna any preference," said the.
on It-Judo.
discontented man. "Rills come due in al
Of them Just about the same."-WashMean Thing!
Susie-Just -thick! Toro ea* there ington Star.
Isn't a girl in town with a complexion
Neer It Was Done.
like Wee.
"Did I understand you to say your
Nocheelmet he the knocker?---Clem'
house was robbed by daylight?" naked
hiad Leader.
the detective.
•
"Nheireaseweridsthe victim. "It was
A Speedous Pleader,
lio--1Ilitalag le a mire ears lb" robbed by skyiight"-Glaioago Newts
freaklas.
There What N. Did.
Shes-I have no MAIM
'''Wbef in the world do you do with al
Be-Eat it is a Spa ereattIPTC-All'
your Iraany, lay soar'
,'
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ROUSE ESTATE

EXP a I ACCOUNTANT

'THE HOME OF THE FRIEND- :OSEPH T. BISHOP QUALIFIED
AS ADYESTERDAY
LESS IS HANDSOMELY
MINISTRATOR.
REMEMBERED

uld put St
inter sal-

Fred . ',loon Male Cuardian of the
'The Board of Lady Managers Was
Thconp..,..i.. C:Len—De:az Filed
Volin
Articles
With
Presented
fay Record.
uminous Quantities.

man at

rre. The
I to pay,
diamond
Ida, the
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>est man
the only
it.—Ttt-

For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
•

JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.
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"ITS HIGH TIME"

MUT
ahem*
twin is

is cloth' to miler.
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A Tis is What She Said-•

In the county court yesterday
The board of derectore of the Joseph T. Bishop qualified as atllomt of the Friendkree will to ra- ministrator of the estate of his late
et
While strolling down the street one day,
piers to the public is general, and to mother-in-law, Mrs. Susan G. Rouse
Lt following persons in particular. of Sixth and Harrison streets.
I passed a group that seemed quite gay.
for their visite and ahem./ donations
Of merry, laughing girls;
Guerdkut.
on Thanksgiving their thanks and
And one girl cried: "Come help me choose
'Fred B. Ashton qualified as guard.appreciation:
nephews, the
and
nieces
his
ian
for
A pair of patent leather shoes—
Free will offering
children of the late Joke Thompson,
Let's
all go down to Rock's!
Mrs. Henry Weil (Master
107 SOUTH FOURTH STRBET
5.00
he Levy $1.00
5•03
Mrs. Earl Meitner
''I want my feet to be admired;
Health Officer.
5.00
Miss Ann Bake
was yesterday in
Stewart
Phil
Dr.
I want them never to be tired.
5.00
.Capt. Berry
the county court allowed $208.35, as
And there they fit me, girls.
Mass Louis itiekehs Sunday doss, sally" from ljarly yds to December
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
-711111111
-composed of the following boys, gave
It's
DOROTHIES they well, you know,
7th as county health officer.
overything aeasoamible in the eatable line served to order. A
a barrel of flour: Robt. Gat'brie, Da,And that is why they please me so—
flee aesesay lunch for as Creel.
-aid 'Yeiret, Brooks Holiday, Clifford
Property Bold.
Let's all go down to ROCK'S."
Morris, Edward Caratt,-410anrice LauFred Iloyer sold to W. R. Holland
gerwall and Bruce Bernard.
on
and Gus Smith for $ham, property
The Sunday ached chiktren of North Fifth street, and the deed was
*Temple Israel gave a barrel of flour. fibed for record with the count clerk.
The Mite society of the German
rPropertg,in the Fountain park adEvangehcal church, a barrel of flour. dition llifeet Harrison street was sold
Mee. J. W. Keile•and )4s. Louis: by the West End Improvement comFliedmaig a barrel of flour.
pany to N. F. Roberts for $t75.
F. M. Fisher bought from Gip
Ms. J. F. Hart, load of coal.
in
Husband for $203, property
Mrs. Jobe' Little, load of wood.
Mr. 0. L. Gregory,'aeveral loads .Mechankdburg whore bileyers street
intersects the old Clark's river road.
of wood.
C. Harrell blhight from Master
Rhodes & Burford, load of kindCecil Reed for 6125,
Comimissitner
wood.
ling
Mrs. F. L. Scott's Sunday Mao& property. h, the Clark's river section
of the comity.
clean two pairs of bletittens.
The Suburban Realty company
'Mrs. Sarah Burchett, one-half dozto Ella Helmick for
transferred
blankets,
dozen
one-half
en comforts;
property at 21st and Broadway.
one-half dozen *nett.
For $3oo, land out in the county
Mr. Walter Vaughan. thirty sacks
was
sold by C. P. lifitlock to T, L.
of Poe corr.
Mhtlock.
elecand
Foreman Bros., repaint
'Ellen Burgess bought from 'Mi. F.
trical supplies.
for $teo, property in the
Roberts
five
of
gallons
Mr. E P. Gilson,
park addition to the city.
Fountain
coal oil.
basLouie Clark large clothes
ket of fruit, candies, mos, canned
goods and groceries.
Master James Collins Clerk, basket
of banana,.
41110
Mr. W. R. Jones, box of meats,
WILL
LrGHTFOOT
containing turkey, sausage, wine, JUDGE
HAVE IT DOWN BY
.`
bologna. etc.
NEXT SPRING.
Mrs. W. V. Cherry, large basket
of groontes.
THE °MISTIEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
Mrs. George Thompson, dress ging
ham
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
Supervisor Bert Johnson Estimates
Mrs. Frank Efinger, bead spread
Last Week's Rains Damaged
A RCKYSII, SIM WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
4ro'
Mrs. A. S. Soweil, basket of fruit
County Roods $soo Worth,
and groceries.
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOMrs. J. L. Friedman, treat of can'
1
M11111111111111•11111111111111MEMW1111111111.11111101111111111111111M
fled fruits and • large cake.
RAL =SIGNS THAT OTHERS Altil SELLING AT 6 CENTS
Jsidge Lightfoot yesterday stated
Mrw. H. A. Robertson, one-half that he had not yet had time to cornROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tWi PER SINGLE ROLL,
bushel vegetables.
i;)ete the negotiations with the 'IlliMrs. J. R. Forrest, two dozen nois Celinal railroad, looking towards
OR 3 CHM'S PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
teaspoons.
the road laying a side track filmes
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT Sc. roc, 35c, 20C
DEMME
'Mrs. Geo. Weikel, flour and sogese miles from this city down on the
ilere, L. P. Dill4c, clothing and Cairo division so cars loaded with
AND lliPTO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
fruit.
gravel can be set off onto the switch,
lldrs. Hatfield, fait.
the gravel to be used in re-constructTO KAN THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
Mrs. Bernard. flour and potatoes. ing the Woodville road to the county
'Mrs. J. K. Greer, canned fruit
AND—EVERY CONSIEVb.ABLA COLline. At present in graveling the
DBIBIONS IN CORNICE
We Write Anything in Insurance
lifirs. Piles, candy.
public highways way down in the
OR MID LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
Mrs. Henry Ratter, fruit.
county, the gravel has to be hauled
1696
385—Residence
Plsosses:Office
Elsoedwey
celery.
of
C.
but
if the I
Offic"306
Mre. S. S. Herdy, bunch
for miles in wagons,
COMMIS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
Min Alice Ryng, oistio cloth.
will put a side track down No the
Mrs. Houseman, rock of flow, two cars can be set off there, the gavel
FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEcan be taken down by train and much
brooms.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINZ
Mr". Geo. Warheld, one-haW bush- expedition occasioned in this manner.
The judge has been working with
els poeatoes.
OR RISADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINthe road for quite a while on this
Mee. Carrie Girardey. hats.
proposition and believes the track wilt
Me. W. B. Mills, clothing.
DOW INIADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
be down by spring when work is re,
Mrs. George Powell, clothing.
Maga "..11ILL AND SEM OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
sinned on the graveled pikes out in
Knitting mitts, seven pairs hose
dietrkts.
rural
the
. Mee. Louis Rieke, twelve pairs of
BB CIWIFIFINCED THAT WI WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
Superintendent Bert Johnson exhose.
4.v
pects to have completed- * toaigitt
,
Cf THE BUT VALUBS FOR THE MONEY.
GPVI TC
Me. E. P. Hawkins, cow feed.
Men Oscar Casyell. bushel Vert all the repairs made necessary, by
wash-outs to the county roads *durtables.
Mrs, J. M. Buchner, gingham and ing the several days heavy rains that
poured down last week. He put men
•
clothing.
tp work immediately after tne rains
Mrs. Dr. Voris, flour.
ceased and they have been constantly
Mrs. Reuben Loeb. disifirs
then, puttieg
Mrs. C. E. Jennings, three bush- engaged ever since
passable Condition.
good
in
things
els vegetables.
The supervisor estimates that the
Mime George Wallace, one-half doz
die%age cost the county about $500.
i4,
• towlee.
Carl Sydney and Eva Hesman,
clothing and toys.
Nola Hall, eggs; Homer Hail, half
?ARNIM fAfft
/ADMAN REAL ESTIV.r.1... VESTFRN KENTUCKY
bushel mos.
PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. wisrEari
SIONTKLY
Master Frank Scott, overcoat.
lastrucKYREALESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
fonwile Weil, cendy
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR. IT•
Fora Baker. catsily.
CANDIDATES FIGHTING FOR
Eke
Amy Ihryfiss, candy.
tr.D0 a et W. WWIrructwooribac..
MAGISTERIAL NOMINATION
PADUCAH, KY
so SOUTH THIRD ST
▪ Mrs. L. Orme, jar fruit; Mrs. Dr.
AT HARDEN.
,
Putliam fruit; Dr, Caldwell. fruit;
are 'hot chosen here.
- Mrs. Joe Gardner, fort.
and Mh.Gregor to prosecute 'his suit Where if they
served the city for
MicBroont
Prof.
for him. He sets up the claim that
Mire. Pat Lally, two jars fruit.
W. A, Grugett Claims He Should in the fro.t. place there was nothing about twelve years as superintendent.
Mrs. Sears% basket canned goods
in the service
Have Nomination Over Hamilton
irregular about these three ballots, remalning continuously
• Men. Will Wright, clothing.
When asked yesterday about the
Perry—Grounds of Dispute.
it
as
questioned,
be
should
they
that
Master Turner Posen, bookie.
would be a candidate 111111111111111111111ft...___
could be phainly seen thy were in- rumor that be
Mrs. Allen Ashcroft, books, terso
Councilmatt Mkposition,
the
tended for Grugett. As a second for
and games.
.had sought
Many
that
said
Broom
precinct
the
that
An interesting contest stilt has been claim be contends
'Mira Sophit Kirlehind, clothing.
seek the
he
that
urged
and
him
filed in the circuit court at Benton, election officers did not have the au'Mrs. Frank May. clothing.
that he had not
but
superintendency,
but
ballots,
any
out
as result of the general election of thority to throw
Mrs. Alex Kirkland, clothing.
do
election commission- fully made up his mind what to
Mrs.. George torreetaff, Clothing. the first of last month. The litigation that the county
would not until
and
premises,
the
in
legalized
proper
only
Mr. S. C. Va urban and daugh- is that instituted by W. A. Grugett ers were the
later. It is understood, that a numofficers having this authority.
ter'. Mfrs. L. S. Scott. Mr-. Eli against Hamilton Perry, both of
of the members of the new board
ber
for
up
come
not
,does
case
The
Boone, Mrs. Dr. Dabney, furnished Whom were candidates in the recent
solicited him to stand for elechave
yet.
weeks
the hoofflai ward with every con- election for magistrate of the Hardin trial for`several
tion.
venience and turned it over to tfie district of M'arshall county.
The new board will -be composed
face of the returns show that SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT. entirely of Republicans, with excep"board -on Ph anksg'vin.g Day for
Grirgett got ir votes and Perry got
-which the ladies are verf thankful.
tion of Trustee B. T. Davis.
t53, or a majority of two. Grugett Councilman MkBroots May Be CanPosition.
for
didate
bat found out that there were cast
—The flood stage in the Ohio
School Musii
for him in the -Harvey precinct, three
will soon be over at this point.
river
The teacherq and sch er• a" orches- ballots that the precinct election
It is more than probable that
checked as far down as
has
It
will
Micliroom
0
George
tra of the high school, 4cc preparing Officers of Harvey questioned, and Councilman
Evansville.
. to give a big musicak
tertainment threw out, not counting them.. If they be a ,candidate for superintendent of
at
e WatrItIngton bu ding, about had been counted this woold have ptiblic schools before the hoard of
C. J. Bosse and wife, of St. Louis
w
da RI-az:the- elected Grugett by a majority of one trustees who generally fill this office quarreled over an ioheritance of fry,'
the
that
Order
in
2h,
Mlirc
abont
ton and-Mir.: Way lklf rey are no*- rote.
einem
000. and the man cut the woman's
working on the oroOratiirrir
Grugett has retained Oliver, Oliver uesueressful eandidates may have throat and then saicided.
positions
elsestet
to
time
plenty of

U. C. @ray, proprietor.
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THY'S
DORO
TALKED

For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will beat workffor you at compound interest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.

fitO.ROCK Stiff CO.
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction

321 Broadway

Paducah

Special Sale
OnWall Paper.

GRAVEL SIDING

MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BANK,

We have the swellest
fashoes
ever brought to Paducafi. Come
take a look and satisfy yourself.
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Broadway,

L. L. BEBOUT

General insurance Agency
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EDGAR V.PWHITTEMORE,

JP/PAWS

C. C. LEE

ELECTION CONTEST

RSAL ESTATE AGENCY'

Corner 3rd'At Kentucky Ave.

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAIM, LIINiER & CO.
USE KEVIL'S

ariotocrat flour

The Very Beat Rourjrhat Money
Om Buy.

onsoneensiment
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THE REGISTER MARSHAL S
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,

MAJOR SAUNDERS ODERED TO
GET THINGS INTO COMMETED FORM.
Regtatet Building, 523 Etroadwity.
(Incorporated)
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DIZZY
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"A friendof mine suffered with backacb
deadache and Ahoy spelt% and seemed quits i
hrornoutfrom menstrual Wu/Awe" writes Elise
N. Garrett. of Mayersville, Miss., "but she
took Cardin by my advice and is DOW well."

Are you dizzy? Does your heNd swim? Do your eyes blur? Js your stomach sick?
In women, these symptoms are often signs of d'rsordered nervous system,or of liver or heart
P-trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating. the in'enstrual functions. These functions
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
;is no stoppage, still, a gentle,cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—
every doctce will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, and
'! will be absorbed into your system, causing such
and suffering as will make you lose
interest in life.
To cure yourself, take woman's best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonic
sand pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
'been ,a household word in America, viz:

JAMES E. WILHELM.. President.
Dtrik 'Row1an3, Colored,. Brought
;OHN WILHELM, Treaetrer.
ROBERT S. WILPISLM„ 5ecrenu7. Here Prom Mayfield and Held on
Bootlegging Charge.
Entered at the post-office of Paducah, Ky., as secoad-daes mail natter.
Deputy 'United' States
Marshal
-16.00 George• Sarrind'ers has received word
One Year
2.50 from hfiershal Ohmes of Louisville,
Six Months
'to get into comPleted form all the
Three Mendes
tUnited States cove lbusiness in this
One Weals.
end of the slate by !December moth,
-as on due date Marshal James- goes
Anyone failing to roodoc this
out of office, and Mx. George Lon
t*
meta
tegulra/y alsoaki repnt the
Lieteitheld, Ky., 'becomes -marshal
The Raglans cake st once. Tehs- for this
state for Uncle Sam. MarConflesillwed
sr&
phone
shal James wants everything put into
complete form in the deputies territory, so :a final and complete settlemient con be made .11..y the 'outgoing
marshal when heel:erne hi, office onto
to she successor.
.A "fir from a solirfce eoesiderable
WIC= 1:78 11RANKLY
iieusnalk tell
is,, that Major
ogos.
Dechn,
Sooting,
Satdrday
ft toi coadwas, twin us all you umbers, whatever
Saunders
rhaPpointed
wi
e
as
depAny mg be,add Wain; oar age. We will seal yea
sow"
for another four years.
010
oraisalia Pea hbviles, la plain Beane envelope. oddrissa:
1IF
best endorsed man who
Ilullflr Muldufe Dellto the amitionsa Meade* C.a..
SeetatteeTillenan, cCoronae, eier applied for the •positien, 'having
Cbstainnega. Mac
,-onee
—he of "oi Waifork"
strong letters from every laviner in
with the .oltil•fire in lepite of passing \testers Kentucky, and entree,!cedilla
people from the -state at *rte. He
years. In the senate Thutoden
is tlie wily applicant for the eleputio
while speaking on leis rewsitilion for ship for Teleetern Kenton* and from
an investigation as to .whedser or not a pretty good source in Lietchfield
`any national bank hell voistribueed to word is received that he -RIN be confirmed in office after liftirshal-elect
-campaign foods, he spitted Beceetary
Long goes into office.
Cortelyou, the presilleet's of the big
The major surely has a record to THE NEW OFFICERS TO BE IN'life companies, took .
divot at the be prom" of as no more etiring or
STALLED JANUARY MEETING NIGHT.
newspaper reporter*
.adig at ets-Pres zealous num ever filled that or any
other position. ,He ic always on the
ident Cleveland, tlottohoiltip at "Seoago looidng after the federal busitor Platt and, in spite oi ineeerup- ness and never stops a moment unEagles Haven't Heard if They Can
irons, put wine ottlid$ leearens and til things 'are wound up in the proper
He Opera House Chrisunes—
others, no doubt,' on_ easy otneet. manner. It will be a source of much
Rad Mon
delight to everybody here to leern
Ile doted with an appeal for a -fhorthat his re-.appointment is more titan
oute•invesfigation, saying sit& ac- a possibility.
The first meeting night in January
tion. was necessary to mitotic the con
The major cant* in yesterday at
Jersey
camp of the Woodmen of the
noon
from
Ineyfield
with
RowDick
'frience of the people. The rescilution
land, colored, who is charged with World, Metals the newly elected of
proposestOwieneedepted viishout opposelling whiskey out there without a ficers who were chosen at Thursday
sition, whidli -showed Senator Tiliman license. The dishy ems taken before evening's session. The
new officials
had not naked in vain_
U. S. Commissioner W. Armour are: "Jock A. Celiowey, ocionsel
Gardner whet held the accused to the 'commander; E. E. Birchett, advisor
There are combinations, and there federal grand jury in tap bond, lieutenant; C. C. Baker, bastber; G.
are cembinee, corporations, consoli- which Rowland executed and was re- R. Broodfoot, clerk; W. 1.1. tierdations, uniens, agreements, typothe- leased until the next court meets. He rington, escort; Thomas Reed, daten
returned to Mayneid last evening.
man; Charles Snide sentry; J. M.
tas, etc. All these bodies respectiveCross, ensnarer, and Thomas Onine,
ly hove as an object defect pnearceioni,
ORIGINAL TALLY SHEETS
captain of the degree team.
Though :tome look for results is one
Nothing Yet Heard.
woe amid others in another way. Slone Will Be Taken Into Count in Settling
Hearst-McCl
allan
Contest
Manager
Thomas W. Roberts, of
of these combinations are faultlesa.
The Kentucky, tee Mt Yet heard
but some are IIMPOre objectionebk
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8.—Edward from Klew *
Erianned
‘
than minas. It would perhaps be het B. Whitney, conned for Vino Rim- York,
as-Td'wiretlite "OK Vette?'
ter (and this is a mooted guestioe.) itolph Hearst, but in this particular have * thmetrira troupe to
pitay),
if there were none of these °evolve- matter representing both sides, ap- Christmas Day, therefore
cetutto
peared before Chief Janke Culkte of yet be told whedebr the
Eagles can
hone and no tewdow for them to elitthe court of *appeals, today and *Awl have the playhouse that
date for their
ist. Whine
Meow there is etrength. leave to argue before the. court next
minstrel which they want to put on
and this goversmont is the premiere Monday the appeal from the decision then if no regular
show isi here
of an stniette, still there is the exist- of the appellate division of the suepee of state right*, which is hut the preme court in the matter of the
Red Men's Lodge.
New York mayoralty contest. Judge
Last evensog several new members
personal rights after" all vouchsafed Callen laid the
matter before the were
isatiated into the Red hhen's
to every iesident of this free land. court and the request was granted.
lodge at their meeting on North
MR. CLINT HOLLAND ICXThe attorneys will be allowed to
Fourth street.
Senater P. C. Knew, of Pittsburg. bring into court' the original tally
PIWZD AFTER A LONG
, This lodge ie preparing to elect its
is featly grooming himself as a presi- Sheete involved in the dispute.
ILLNESS
sew officer.' the last Friday night in
Mr. Hearst is seeking to recanva.ss
dential candidate. He ban been flatmonth, and install same at the
this
as %vett as to recount the ballots in
fonowing session, This election is
tered into this, by his friends, and the the Second election
district of the held now to
conform to the new fis- Was One of the Best Known and
result has been a lowed politician has Sixth assembly district.
cal year adopted by the order at it,
Most Reliable Young Men of
The supreme court recently order- last
been spoiled. Knox, to the°especial
state gathering.
ed
these
ballot
Marshall County.
bore, to be opened,
regret of be, political associates, hae
but denied the application of the
hithdrawri as an active partyite so limiest lawyers
SPECIAL GRAND JURY
to reject void ballots
oone of his friends mey be offended. which might appear in the recount.
Yesterday morning at i &flock
The justice of the appellate divis- Will Be Asked for by Jerome to Deal there died at his Nome in Benton, Mr.
lie will later discover that he has
leaving her condition quite a serious
With
Insurance Cum
"burned the very bridge on which he ion of the supreme court yesterday
Clint Holland, after a several monde'
one.
reversed this part of the decision.
was cmehing" in the estimation of
She makes her home in the loll,
New York, Dec. 8.—Following the illness with stomach trouble.
and decided the case be taken to the
The deceased was a very popular
building she uses for her kindergarten
appearance of District Attorney Jer*hie supporters (?) for president. The court of appeals.
school purposes on North Seventh
ome at the insurance investigating and well known young mall ofthat
inactive politician ie. a "dead one" in
city, being about thirty years Of age
between Medisom sad
1-farr.-ii
committee's
session
yesterday,
MR
it
was
Boston
MOSES
citizens are still trying to
BLOOM STRICKEN street
the race for prominence just as the
and the on of the late Judge, W. A.
reported
that
he . had already comsave the frigate Constitution, which
WHILE
Holland, who during life wai owe of
VISITING HIS
inactive voter is "no good" as a eelthe government talks oflismantling pleted his plena for the prosiecution Marshall ociunty's
best
known
rid,
DAUGHTE
R.
fragist.
of
cases
revealed by the work of this
because she is about to sink. The
zene. The present -deceased wee enSPECIES OF BRIBERY
Bostonians wanted her *beached and committee. It is understood, says gaged
for a number of years in the
Congressmen James 'has intro- cared for as a souvenir
of the na- the Tribune, that Mr. Jerome will. mercantile business with his father
duced
directly after the doge of the comto remove the the from tion's early days.
who died four years ego. The eon Mrs. Kate Stuart aveT"me With Is else Giving of Passes
mittee's public vessions—that is, at
to State
ttivig tobacco. He aims to hit the toSevere Attack of Vertigo at Her
afterwards
embarked i3 businees a/
else end of the year—ask for a special
Officials Says Gov. Folk.
t:ipso thnee Jaelow thisobtlt by ownProokport, and last spring came here
Horne on North Seventh.
panel to the grand jury to deal with
and condhooted the livery stable and
ing the naritet as a dealer in twiet
these cases.
wagorryohd opposite Ed Tetvell's
, Jefferson City, Mn., Dec ft.-The
Mr. Jerome had phoned to take a
to overt' condoms- car theoweed. Mf,.
'stable on South Third street between
anion of a railroad in arbelichino free
With
month's
much
resit,
but
regr-.
now
has
adopted
will
it
be learned, Ilarreir
.Tames ha, the eraptritni of, the entir
Kentucky
avenue
and
for Olen:kens and officeholdWaatiingt
on
.
this plea, and inetead is making his
bi
loogi
pbos.ilse "it
of thisil citty
a that
i hom
M re
. liofosehif era is to be
Kentucky dale gatioler 4sis I41 aeol
During the rnickfle of the past eitimconwriended. The free' pus
arrangements for prompt criminal
i
the
mer be dispored of the wagonyard dauobter,
ann producers of tobacco generally,
system is a species-of bribery and the
Mrs. A. E. Einstein of St.
prosecution of ineuranoe offenders, if
and the oepposition of all supportets
anything crimirial should deeeloto and returned to,Bentort, at that time Louie where he has been tinting foi begineihret eormeititie in mo$t state
legiskituree." An 'officeholder has no
of theli-X and 'the hat. Anne'
His visit yesterday was to inquire being ill. He gradually grew worse several weeks past.
Mr.Sa ro-lel more
lie
right to ivold up a railroad for
until
cleimed
by
death.
Thoo, his partner in tueineis
ovhen he could get an ad.vanto copy
would seem to he in the minority lie
'''''• a pass than tie would have to hold
The
deceased
left
a
wife,
*fro
is
left
yesterday
morning to be at his
of the report of the committee. He
proposes to and will make a warm!
up some other korporation for the
the daughter of Judge J. M. Fishero bedside, he having been
declined to &nose his plane at this
called there. •eqnivalent
of a pass in money.
of
Benton.
A
He
fight for the bit He will be in at
is
rho
survived
by
by
a
massage
saying
he was critically
time.
-ha,
no 1001421 right to give an
one
chdd
and
new
brother,
latter Mr. ill,
its death It is nale'fie say.
t the telegram did not !tate theA o
rliffir
ilm
elillo
d-h
mer a pale in
return for
Erett 110band.
mm
o
e comp aint.
ter
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INJUNCTION SUIT
WORKING/LEN, busy all day, do
The. deceased was a nephew of Levy's departure, another message favors, past or -prospective, than it
The Washington correspondent of
not have time to keep posted about
Mrs. James A. Lemon, wife of Edi came saying that the well knerevn i would have 10 give him .money in vithe Louisville Post says it is alreadg
Judge Reed Postponed Garner Ac- tae
change far official favors. The law
materials and styles.
Lemon, of the Mayfielo mee...eie. Paducanan was mine better.
tion Until January tellt•
dear that there are to be lively
ger. She was at his bedside when i Mfr. Bloom, his wife and Mrs. F,. should epeeificalie- prohibit the giving
Yet a workingman should get full
or acceptance of passes from railroads
Nebo for the presidential postoffices value and
the sad summon, came.
1B. ScInvatzenberger left
good style for every dollar
several' to officials
Yesterday Judge Reed postponed
under penalty, and that
It is thought the funeral services hidelelc son It) spend
or Kentucky. Ha mane them are ap- that he pays for clothing.
until January roth the bearing of the
Thanksgivin g low ehoold be enforced as it is in
will
be
and
eonducted
the Ghristnuse holidays with Wk.
todey.
plicants galore for a* the places at
He gets both here. We have no application of John Garner for a per4 Einstein and the first informetiod of Miesonri. Where there is no direct
manent
with the new year the fights
injunction
restrain
to
49beriff
an-, ls,,,, the moral sense of officials dew ,' t
dead stook to work off.
Dave Reeves, of hflarvihali minty, TO MAKE NINETY-MILE RUN hia aiIient came in the telegraert.
Warm up to a white heat. He makes,
trouncing !his serious condition. He ill dihtete the refusal of fervors of ti t
Ohicaoo. Dec
from selling Garner', property to
--Albert Core, the
kind. The step taieen by a Penn,
a few predictions, but tone as to any
make the $1 per capita tax assessed French long distance foot racer, ii well advanced in Life, but his friends vania road shows the moral wave is
hope for the best.
of the (dimes in thi trod of the
each mate inhabitant of Manitail now refining to Mimeo from Mil*alit.
4 moving on, ititd the example of that
i..mot
waulece,
a distance of ninety, miles.
county for county road purpronew.
11 railroad- ION respect is a good one
There wig be no omnibus buitding!
Gad in jershy, light bicycle termeers
Garner is testing the law. ,
Attack of Vertiga.
1 for others to lotion.
bill passed by 'to:ingress at thie term,
and low shoes, he *started at it
Mho Kate Stuart, the kindergarten
o'clock last night on his long, cold lady, ie confined at her home on
Speaker Cannon is against each an
A hend-on coion * tetween, two
The high stage of water has stop- trip, with the hope of reaching the
act and thio'Mane it . has no pros- North Seventh street with an at- train^ on the Union
aCiAC railroad
ped the eurveying work on the Ohio, tape across. Michigan avenue, it Ad- tack of vertigo which overcame her near Rork Sphinge5
pect, of iniiii&nient. The condition,
resulted ht
7.,
and the big forces engaged hovel ana street* before 2 OFC/Otk
if day before yesterday. , 'She fen un- ben petoede bens
atid 4/reteen
elautisererv, say. tholopnitaloNli
withdralin for the vriiiiter. They anise term/on, this being ta record her a conscious but rallied, when several badly. hurt. ,
quints' enoudirees no hew to the tine.
mote shocks overcame her yesterday,
ed the sort at Owensboro this week distance of fifteesi homer.
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JERSEY CAMP

SAMIEWAY

9 A. M.

Special

24 American Cut Glass Water Bottles, rich, deep
cutting,$4.00 value and a leader at that. As a special
inducement to have you see the best Holiday stock ever
displayed here we sell 24 of these beautiful bottles at
$2.50 each. Telephone orders not:accepted. None reserved for anyone, Be on hand promptly with the cash.

J. L. Wolff, Jeweler
No Such Values Ever Offered' in Paducah.

BENTONITE DIES,

WATCH
If OLFF

Jewelry Store

display windows for SPECIAL sale of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

ILAN ST. LOUIS,
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing'Co.
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
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There will not be any services tomorrow at the First Presbyterian
chinch on account of the artists not
having yet consplohed the work of
again frescoeingMe idler/to of the
ted
edifice. No oloollgip rous
.but
last higtay on
by ohir'week f
thing 11-tie
restnne

Triable Street 111110nedist.
"The Spirts Mesegge t to The
ChurcW' Will be ReNVt' W. Arthstrong's topic for peraelving tomorrow morning at the Trimble street
Methodist chercit. At the evening
hour he speaks on "The Oportunities
for Service."

.tver
at
reash.

Tenth Street Chron.
Rev. B. W. Baba of the Tenth
Street Clifistio finntiv, will tomoreow
morning preach on "The Rich Man
and Larasstia" while at night time his
theme for 41epume is "The Life of
Faith".

AN APPEAL TAKEN
(Continued

OrA

,
-••••4

Fate Or*),

yesterday moiling of the Willis
would be an investigation of the life
-+++-1-islefiehlet•O insurance business if Mr. Harriman
there will be a gathering for the was not given an intereit in the
Equitable.
ladies only, at the same hour.
'Mr. Ryan declined to answer and
upheld in his declination 'by
was
Humorist Lecturer,
Next Tuesday evening 4:he Paul a Cravatte, his attorney.
Trimble street Methodist
Ake* Chairman Armstrong of the comproper
those will appear /'of. Lane,,_ tilt mittee said the qaestion was
Hughes
Mk.
answered.
be
should
and
celebrated hermorist and lecturif of
said
Georgia. 'He was procured by the here asked if Mr. Harriman had
anything
that
to
intimate
anything
and
dehere
con*
to
congregation
Mr.
lve/in ono of his entertaining lectures, disastrous would happen to
oh& other delightful features are Ryan's interests if he refused to
share with Mir. Harriman.
being arranged for the occasion.
Mr. Ryan again refused to analthough Chairmen Armstrong,
rarer,
Staseopticon Leceoner
committee, diRev. Bobert hit Hopkins will re- in the name of the
reply.
to
him
rected
Benturn here nee. Wednesday from
No Threat.
ton, Morro and the gt.her
alf coneteet, Mr.
a4vice
on
Then,
Krntuy,
West
towns down i
coun1teThadirectedhn
said
Ryan
al days
where he is spending se
of the
each in pushing forward the Sender- sel to make the trusteeship
le
for the State Sunday- Equitable stock perpetual because
school
Christian did not want any heir of his ever
of
Alls4( cution
school w°
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the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of
We cannot begin to
ware. We can only, askrw ho contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and
themselves our splendid *wort ment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are
It's a pleasmre to show our goods. Again
fresh, no old left-overs from last year.
you to come in. and have a lo oh. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, 428B'way, opp. Palmer
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WEAK AND SICKLY TO PM
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Placing Undergrowsd
For" as hie topic.
North Side one bight met. They ing the car 1151wThe linemen for the East Tennes- FECT HEALTH.
,
Sheriff Ogilvie goes into office the sere Telephone company are busy putThe steamer Warren is expected quarreled and Cresson shot at WWFOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
Third Serest Methodist.
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in
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Rev. Peter Field will
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for trial next ifuesday.
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but he has not yet decided on what
Club Rooms.
Levi Calhoun was indicted on the
the alley which enters behind the
There was let into the river yestopics he will speak.
terday morning from the marine charge of false swearing and his case :this evening the Paducah Travel- telephone building between Third and
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First Christian.
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Telephone 7516
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While bearing some of the criminal membership. The committee tried to papers for the new corporation are
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Tel. 756, 7th and Broadway.
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COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
DecoctIon That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.

Mort Popular Ages
With physicians-Pillage, Nebi
With spinsters-Manage.
With babies-Cribbage.
With pilots --Steerage.
With botanists-Herbage.
With coach: len-Cabbage.
With dogs-Courage.
With lovers-Dotage.
With merchants---Storage.
With farmers-Tillage.
With no one -Shortage.
With every one-Coinage.-Judge.

"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a traveling man, "waiting for the proprietor
to arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
DEAR THINGS.
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and, marchipg up to the bar, demanded a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
for a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
Immediately got busy. If there wee
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
seance used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigani
which he found in the cigar cutter, I
m▪ ild not see it, and when be had
anally finished be had two big beer
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage,
and it did not taste good. Each bad
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they Bug.
gested that the bartender drink hie
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, hut finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yoet
woald-be poisoner,' ehouted the punch
ars, and solsmanly they put their guns
back where they belonged, treated thi
house to the cigars and faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they disap•1
peared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
"I'm so glad you like my new gown.
tender had good occasion to make his My husband just dotes on it. Says it
will. For three or four hours be was males me look like another woman."
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
"How happy you mast be. He is so
book the services of a doctor, who bind of other women."
worked over him for an hour ()rpm,
to bring him back to life again."
A Toast to late.
I drink a toast to lovely KS,

CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.

Cate of a Conk Who Couldn't Afford

to Reside on Just a Plain
Street

Whose charms few maids can Margie&
Here's wishing her a haPPI n
And health and wealth and high Nur
And may sits set have long to wt
Before the right swkin doth rot.
A plea Uk. this: "Be thou my mt.
Don't hesiti-sal yea. sweet KS!"

-Judge
The Lindsay family was moving out
of the old house on an 'avenue Into a
Reason Bnough.
"I've Just been reading that learned
new house on a fashionable street. At
That critical period the Lindsay cook Egyptologtat's accx:unt of the funeral of
gave notice of leaving. The mistress ithniesea," said Jokely. "It's a wonder
was in despair, for the cook was a the whole plain Wasn't pinched."
"Why?" asked (oak
'model one, and had lived with them
"Well, it was a Pharoali layout."for years, relates the Chicago RecordPhiladelphia Press.
"It will be so much more convenient
When Love Falls Down.
fa the new house, Nora, and we have
"It's largely a case of Falls for the
depended on you so long I don't see
bow we can part with you now. At married ones," said the depot ticket
least tell me why you are going?" agent.
"What do you mean?"
'Mrs Lindsay pleaded.
"Niagara falls for the honeymoon and
"Well, mom, I have my own reputation, to look after," answered Nora, Sioux Falls a little later in the game."
"and if .1 went isetin the rules of the -Chicago Sun.
,es to they
intelligence sassiety I bele"
A Miracle He Recovered.
wouldn't give me a reccon . a the best
Church-I hear your brother has releases, an' then I'd be down and outcovered from his severe
Gotham-Yes; he's on the mend, now
"No, I don't see," retorted her mio
"Seems like a miracle, doesn't it?"
trees, "tell me exactly why you are
"I should say It-does seem like a mfrgiving up a place that has always
ads! He had three doctors!"-Yonkers
suited you for an uncertainty."
Statesman.
"Sure, mom, it's became) of the movtag. You are going to live on a street"
The Era of Specialisation.
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
"What do you think of the simple
always lived on a avenue, life?" asked the earnest friend.
"AU
mein. If it was a terrace, or a boule
"It is •fine idea." answered tomato!
vard, I might be wenn' to change, but Sorghum, Is he lit a perfecto "We
dc
when me friends found that I was liv. the real living and let die
producing pub
tag on just a street they'd all cut me; lie furnish the simplicity
"-Washing
they would, indeed, mem. I draw the ton Star.
Sipe at a street"
A Desiree Change.
ROOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON
"How would you like to bear your chil
Iron crying for bread. sirr importunee
Some of the Most Famous Writers
the beggar.
Did Their Best Work Be"I'd welcome the change," said the
hind Bars.
man, hurrying on; "they're forever cry
Mg for candy now!"-Yonkers States
A publisher was talking about Cisco]
man
Wilde's strange book, "De Profundis,"
with its pathetic decoration of a bird
Onto Him.
beating es wings egainst the bars of s
"Alas," complained the bibulous one
esti.
"my life has been a good deal of
"Wilde's is not the first good book te fizzle."
have beam written in Jail," he said
"Yes," commented the practical eiti
"Jilt!, in fact, seems to be a good place ten, sarcastically. "a
good deal of
ID write books In. Literary men sur- gin fizzle."-'Louisville
Courier-Joar
pass themselves there.
naL
'gohn Bunyan wrote 'PligrJm's Prog
rest' in jail
In the Vernacular.
"Cervantes wrote,'Don Quixote' it
Willie-Pa, what is "Liar silver," any
prison
way?
"Defoe laid the plans for 'llobinsor
Pa (absent-midedly)-Well a dime, if
CI lisoPe. during a term of confinement you're taking a solitary nip, but if you're
imposed on him for the writing of it treating a friend It's a quarter, usually
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Waj -Philadelphia Press.
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail.
His Love.
"Sir Water Palelgh, during his 14
The Husband-You don's. doubt my
years' imprisonment in the tower oi love, dear, do you?
Londolti, wrote his excellent 'History
The Wife-No, I don't. T believe ycn,
of the World.'
love my money as much row as ever ytn.
"Silvio Petite° and Tasso both did did.-Yonkers Statesman.
their best work in jail."
Where She Excels.
Sheep in Spain.
Redd--Why, he says his motor noel
There are about 10,000,000 of mlgrat. is the beet on earth.
cry sheep in Spain, which each yea'
Greene-That may be. She doesn't
travel some 200 miles from the plains seem to be much good on water.-Yon
to the mountains. Their march, rest kers Statesman.
log places and behavior are goveraee
-Faulty.
by special regulations ,dating from the
Lenditt-You borrowed $10 est me last
fourteenth century. At certain .time,
no oaetenay travel the same route a, month and promised to pay in two dare
t
the sheep, which have the right tc You must have a bad memory.
Spenditt-Fierce! I remember it per
gross oq atI open. and common land or
the way. For this purpose a road 9( feetiy!-Puck.
yards wide must be left on all enelosee
Our Tree Ancestor,
am e private property. The shepherd,
Serious Student-Ancient legends at
lead their flockowhich are accompanied
byr provision mules, and by large dogs certain European nations relate that the
Is guard against a night attack by first ancestor of mankind was a tree.
Frivolous Ditto-Was it a papaw tree?
wolves.
-Judge.
Theater Banks.
Quito the Contrary.
New York te to have a bank, neat
a
"I hear yuer store was burned down
er. chief theaters, which will oe open
night, so that ladles attending en- last night."
"Nonsense! It was loused up; tiro
"1111K4nmenta will he ah!e to deposit
soiree theme], for aa1V ping era ea. atarted in the besereent."-PhIladelphio
Press.
home.

petti

CO

FAILED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
Man with Plugged Coin Was Not
Foxy Enough to Make
It Work.

IO,NER'S SALE.

In pursuance of a judgment of McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its October term, leos, in the action
of George
C. Hughes, plaintiff,
against S. F. Temple, etc., defendants, I will, on Monday, Deoember
tith (about
the
hour
of to
o'clock a, in.), zoos (being county
court day), at the Court House docr
in Paducah, Kentucky,, sell to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the followting described prop
erty, viz:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
lying and being in McCracken county, Kentucky, and hounded and described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a stake in the center
of the public read and not theast corner of a tract of land sold to Josiah
Wilkins; thence north tag east,
wirh center of public road 22 poles,
16113015 north 7434 west 18534 poles;
more or less to the backline or west
line of said 1,485 acre Cold. Spring;
tract survey; thence south is, west
2.2. poles to another corner of Wilkins; thence with the Wilkins
south 74Vs east 185 poles mere or
lest, to the beginning, containing 25t4
acres, more or ken.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent 'rota
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 9th day of December, 1905.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
E. H. Puryear, Attorney.

A friend of the proprietor went into
a cigar store the other day and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the girl at the
central station what number he wanted. Then, says the Philadelphia inquirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say, Bert, why isn't tnis a good
place to work off this plugged dime."
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuck
it- in,"
In a moment the girl said: "Ten
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime into
the slot.
"Too-oo-oot" went the little horn in
the machine.
"Ten cents, please," said the girl
Male.
"I Just put in a dime," he proteeted.
"I know," she answered, 'hut you'll
have to pet in another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
clime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off all right."
"But how the mischief din she kriew
it as plugged" asked the friend The
horn tooted all right"
"Yes," said the proprietor, "but
she's a pretty smart girl. Sac knows
-especially when you bold the receiver
In your hand and tell =ody you
are going to put in a pi
coin."

MONKEY AND THE LADY.
Feminine Fashionable Has a New
Whim Which Makes Her
Conspicuous.

tion.

wider,
Mae;
serest
Mrs
taroei
Mai
Mrs
of COU

C Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy

If your plumbing is out
of date, the members ofyour
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generres
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and tannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.

YOU IS

(Matt
Mai
Mrs
like te
Mai
both 1
kgra

Let us examine tkie condition or your
plumbing, correct 'defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely willembre Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet **Modern Home Plumbing" ft-at free upon application.
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do youlwant a ;first clasejoh by an
expertrwor'ktrsan? If youlido :!take
It to

John 3.

Bkich, 3evockr.

21.4 Broadway,

Paducah, Hy.

0.11.04+.44444.411•0+114444444

The monkey is being adopted as a
pet by some women in these days.
This fashion is exhibited to the world
because it is the thing to do to take
in pursuance of a judgmetit of Methe monkey out drivnig with you, if Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
you own one, says the New York Sun. its October term, Iwo in the action
"I take my monkey out driving, just' of Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co. vs.
as I would a pet dog," explained a pio- M. M. Slhemwell, etc., and E. Farneer In this field.
ley vs. M. M. Shemwell, etc., conHer friends dhl not believe her until solidated, I will, on Monday, Decemthe other day, when one of them came ber itth (about the hour of to
forward to corroborate her.
o'cloek a. m.), Nos (being County
"I saw her," said this witness. "I Court day), at the Court House door
was on a side street, standing at the in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
curb about to cross the street, wham I highest bidder, on a
credit of six
found my eyes fixed upon the almost mouths, the following
described prop
human eyes of a moakey walking on erty,
viz:
the top of the closed doors at a wooA certain house and lot situated in
ing hansom.
Paducah., McCracken county, Ken"Back of the monkey she sat looking
tucky, and bounded and described as
as pretty as a picture and evidently
follows, to-wit:
much pleased with the attention that
Beginning at the southwest corner
her pet was drawing to klmael.f, not to
oi school house licit conveyed by R.
mention herself.
"He was not one bit the barrel-organ Saunders to E. Farley and others,
type of monkey, but a dainty ,monkey trustees; thence in a northerly direcwearing no other coat than his own tion on a line with said kit tflo feet
natural fur, the color of•fawn with a to Clark's river gravel road; thence
at right angles 54 or se feet; titmice ED P. NOBLE,PRICE
sheen of satin.
O. W. ROBeRTSON. V. PRP&
"A silver collar set with turquoise at right angles southwardiy Tao feet;
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN CASHIER.
circled the little creature's neck. A thence at right angles s4or s feet
Transacts all regular banking bosinesa.. Solicits your dapoeita. Pays 4
silver chain attached the collar to the to the beginning.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
mistress' hand. She, by the way, carger lort per am= on time certificate of *gooks- Safety boxes in be
ried out the silver and pale blue color and cost.
The purchaser will be required le wed vault k's' rant at 113 to Iso per year es in ales. You carry your owe
scheme charmingly is her own attire"
give bond walls approvied sengity, lisp end so Coe bet nailed1 bas se cow
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE. bearing interest at 6 per cent frden
day of sale, having force of replevin
Pour Vomits, Moments and General Cassintry Work Use
W'bere the Average Annual Rainfall bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
Is Nearly Thirty-Seven
This 9th day of December, 1905.
Test
CECIL REED, Meatier Corn.
The wettest place In the world, as
E. H. Poryear, Attorney.
TIM BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Illorammestal and
cording to the Russian Meteorological
Building pi/mamas. as It BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSJournal, as abstracted in the Revue
URE AND THEN RETAINS 115 WHITENESS; does not beScienttficrne, is Cherrapwail, In the Indian province of Assam. From 1896
dart and diseolored.
to 1903 the average annual rainfall was
C LIfT WE TELL YO U =IRE ABOUT IT :
:
11.223 meters (nearly 37 feet).
In
pursuance
of
a
judgment
or
McNext came the environs of Bombay,
with 6.83 meters annually. But it Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
should be noted that at the station of its October term, goo, in the action
SOLE AGENT, !flog TRIM 8LE ST.., PA.DUCAH, EY,
Debundscha, is Kameruit, 10.44 me- of Thomas Carling, etc., plaintiff,
ters (34 feet) of rain fell annually,'against M. A. Mitchell, administrachiefly in summer. This wettest year tor, etc., defendant, I will, Oil Monin Cherrapunii was 14.789 meters (43 day, December title (about the
feet) in 1861, and la Debuadasha 14.132 hour of to o'clock a. rte), Igoe (being
meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter County Court day), at the Court
oue/a door in Paducah, Mentucky,
place there fell in the one day of Juno
16. 1902, 456 millimeters (over one and sell to the 'highest bidder, on a credit
a half feet) of water-more than the of six months, the following describwhole annual average in the Parisian ed property, viz:
basin.
Being a certain dwelling house, and
The neighborhood of warm seas and certain lots or parcels of land en
high mountains Is the principal cause w'hich same Is situated, which lots
of these extraordinary precipitations. are described as follows, to-wit: Lots
It may be expected that the extensicn Nos. 16, 17 and 18, of block No. r8,
of meteorological
observation will of addition Harris, Flournoy, Trimshow other zones of rainfall more in- ble and Norton to the city of Padutense than has been hitherto believed, cah, Kentucky, beginnipg at the coras in Java and Sumatra.
DErNSIM
ner of a i6-foot allay, and on Given
street, now Tenth streiet, and runHoot of the French Motor.
ning two 'hundred and thirteen (213)
One generally thinks of the French feet on said str-et to the corner of
language as king more musical than Boyd and Given, or Nlorth Tentli
our harsher northern tongue. But the street. from 4fienee running (144)
motor-hoot in French de a far more one hundred and forty-four feet on
gaeorpciraneL)
ear-splitting affair than it Is In Eng- Boyd street; thence (190) one hunlish. To begin with, it is more often dred and twenty feet back on a line
a siren than a hoot, and all over parallel with said Given and Tenth
Prance one now hears the long, exstreet to the (t6) sfxbrert foot alley;
cruciating wails that are generally asthence with she !Mid alley to the besociated with shipe-or with souls in
ginning, and
the land conveyed to
torment. And Whim, as In some inthe decedent, John C. Curling, by
stances, a railway whistle Is substiHelen M. Holloway, by deed dated
tuted, and the automobile rushee
of record in Mcshrieking over the oeuntryaide like an August 3d, 1889,
express train, the English tourist dis- Cracken county court clerk's office
covers very emphatically that he does in Deed book No. sy, page 394.
To satisfy .said judgment, interest
not like the motor-horn with a Frenen
and
cost.
accent.
111w purchaser will be required to
give bond witM apprdeed sectsrity,
Never.
Him--Do you think women should bearing interest et 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
have the privilege of proposing?
bond, on which execution may issue
Her-Mtupbatioally not.
"Why not?"
when due.
"And give men the privilege of re-- This 9th day of December, 1905.
fusing? Never."-Cleveland Leader.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
Campbell & Campbell, Attorneys.
Rather Indelinite.
Mules-You ought to see the horse
Gov. La Follette's acceptance of
Pllrehated lest week. He caning* any' the United tSates senatorship is exthing On the teed
.I pected to result its • +tee-cornered
•Giles-Sol (loin
i;
l the same di. fight for
the governortship a Wiscon
TOotion7-Cistragis
NOW&

. EE.COVLSON,

P
Steam and Not Water Heating.
node 133.

529 Broadway.

THE GLOBE MK & TRUST CO
Of Paductsh, Kentude,
Capital and Surplus 41441580Doc)

GREEN RIVER STONE

Commissioner's Sale.

Jobe S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stole Works

r

New Century Hotel

DAWSON SPRINGS, Y.

This fme:modera hotel is now open under a new
aamegmeat.tor swab it. the
FAMOUS ICEMVOCY WATERING PLACE
Very best•ecccosnodationsat)reesanabie rates

Price Bros.& Co.,

Sgriags,„1(eatucky.

Paducah Transfer Company
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd:and Monroe
Household
Goods.
And
Both Phones u

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Accident, Lilo, Liability Stearn Boiler-

Campbell 13lock.

Offise Pisone 369.
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THE INSURANCE MAN.)

TO WOODEN WOMAN.

F

S VEET

OLIVER, OLIVER
71,
,
- s_dREGOR.
- 1i12
the holidays On 1:-.
tlikkilliding
I hobnobbed a good deal with the
DBRITS
TX
TICE gardener, an old bachel , thin, un- HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
• ne-A. crowded, afternoon recap. PURSUING
Uwe. Through the loud convereation'
COUNTRY.
shaven, dry-you know cue type, said
HER THOUGHTS.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packpero1aLee at timers the voice of a weak
John R. Rogers.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank et company-the
cheapest and beet
ama7teur tenor. Mrs. Gerard (a young
It was a very attractive yellow bug"'Sam,' I said one day, 'why don't
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky., excursion out of Paducah.
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
widerw) and Maj. Devenant (an old gy, drawn by a spiriteti mare. To a you marry?'
Sadie) are seated together in a con- pedestrian toiling up the bill it looked
Roan: 114 Fraternity Building.
"Sam only grunted.
The occupants of the other apart- New Phone xis.
most inviting.,
servatory corner.
Old Phone 3o3
i he world's first gardener,' I went
ments in the tenement called her "the
"Have a rider Liked a young man, on, 'he married.'
Mrs. Gerard-So you really have reexpression ou
emerging from a roadside house and
turned from Havana
"'And he didn't keep his job long wooden woman." The
her face, which never changed, was
getting into the yellow buggy. "You'd afterward,' said Sam."-N. Y. Press.
Maj. Devenant-Philippines.
woodeny, and even when she moved
Mn. Gerard-Oh, yea. Philippines, better. It's seven miles to the town."
about she seemed to be carved out of
The Gentle Reminder.
The pedestrian willingly accepted
of course, but they're both in Cuba. Aid
"What does Miklos remind you of?" wood.
you never sect me a line all Choke years; the invitation.
In the summer when the weather
"I hate to tell."
"I'm mighty glad you came this
(sentimentally) how many?
"Because it's a reflection on Bit was pleasant she sat outside on the
say,"
be
said
to
the
youag
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
Maj. Devenant-Nearly four.
steps, her hands folded in her lap, as if
"Well, I had to visit that debit," re- tins?"
and rest; good service, g
Mrs. Gerard (peaelvelfil-It seems
saw
nothing
she
was
gothat
tab*
of
"No;
the
life
on
me."
plied the latter, indicating the home
If you want ys,ur clothes cleaned, good rooms,
like ten.
I
etc. Boats
ing on around her, as if she were com"I don't understand."
-e each
from which he had emerged.
Maj. Derenant (bruilquely)-Yes; we
"Well, I'll explain. 1.3very time I pletely absorbed by something that dyed or relliaired, take them to K. C. Wednesday and Saturday
His companion wondered whether
5 p.
both look a good bit older.
For other information
'debit" was country dialect for a see Bifkins he reminds me of a little was going on in her mind-her mind that Rose 339 South Third Street. I have
apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent;
-. -litle. Gerard-I don't mean that, but square house with green shutters, but bill I've owed him for over a year."- everybody thought was as vacant as the
Frank L.
Maay things have happened since then. the young man now
the nicest line c.f samples for tints Brown, agtut
stare in her eyea.
stopped before a TiktSits.
Mal. Devenant (calmly)-They usual- roadside store with no shutters.
Whenever the weather was unpleasant
In the -city. Suits made to order.
ly do.
or cold she sat in her kitchen with her
Two with But a Single Thought
"Have to see this debit, too," he
hands'
foldeAin
her lap, the same vacant
Mrs. Gerard (piously)-My husband said, handle; the reins to his compan"I am delighted," said the odd Woad
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G.
MILLER
Is In Heaven.
ion and disappearing through the front who had called, "to find that you agree stare in herItg, calm eyes, This kitchen
WM. MARBLE.
ttsel:
with
windowless
was
your
everything,
a
dark,
room,
in
cut
Mrs.
husband
N4. Devensat (cartly)-How do door of the house.
off irom all light by the surrounding
yott know?
"Whet is your business?" asked the Henpeck."
"Indeed!" answered that estimable walla, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
OFFICE rso NORTH FIFTH
Mrs. Gerard--Really, Dick, you're favored pedestrian when the young
lady. "If you will take the pains to in- and somehow it wore a cheertul air
4
still as tunas se ever. He deserves man returned.
vestigate. our domestic relations, sir, even though she was forced to keep the
to be in Heaven after his If. bora.
"Insurance."
TELEPHONES
you will And that it is Mr. Henpeck who lamp burning there by day as well as by
"Oh."
J. Devenant-Wati there so much
'Residence aid
Then followed much learned talk of agrees with me in everythisig."-Tito night in order to see.
Office sat
isf the other place in his mundane exMoreover, this kitchen contained a
salary and commissions, paid-up II:- Bits.
seolsr
liet:ce?
hand-made, hand-carved oueboactlRooms 1, a and 3 Register Bah&
Mrs. Gerard-There roe go again. Nu-ranee agencies, policies and lapeas.
Just a Hint
toted with old china that sparkledlike
"Darling," whispered the lovesick eolished
haven't you beim to see me? It also transpired that, in the eyes of
which
brasa-in
she
seemed
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
bear ass, what a dreadful noise that the young man, selio was out on a tour youth, "I've been sparking with you to take a particular delight, for her vaniita 4a making! (To hostels, who, of collection, all houses wore either all the evening."
Practice in all the courts isf
cant stare was always turned toward it
-DENTIST"And don't you know what goes with
with a haraseed smile is plunging reclassified nondescripts or debits.
&cif It were Allied with associations ol
who
We
hows4ito
everyone
passed
sparking?" asked the beautiful maiden
tither sad tl.ttotto Make the
state. Both phones 31,
Truehart Building
happier days instead of plates and
who wanted a ring.
OM'
aeternooa a
oem. et
Hrs. Les sad spoke OD
saucers.
clock
cupboard
Oyer
the
a
"Ilow's year trite today, Mt.
"What, dear?"
leen I was just telling
. Devenant
4.40 away-ticked away like her own
"Why, a sparkler."-Chicago Daily
that yea *tun hare induced Caruso Casey?" he'p4 say, and "Ah. there.
ate, monotonously, without the slighthglet
arm
Fiallegast
getting
your
News.
to come this aftenesem--east Canaan
est variation, but w4th a certain ma120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
along?"
aftlyWhich
be
wingd
remarks
really?-wen he has a rival (hostess
chine-like tranquillity and content.
Remember This.
Highest price paid for second-bend
passes on •with aa uniesanin(' Oa) turn to his coiapaition and give Me
Both nonce us
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
All things come to Mese that hustleHorrid womsnO-overcroerds bee boast theta from the iffivillikY of Casey *ad
Office
homy
8 to io a, us., x to
to change places." said one of her neighflit', a saying tried and wise,
so tit one has to sit en bedroom Finnegan and their asighbors.
But if you would win life's tussle
bors to another, 'I don't think either p.m.. and '7 to 9 p. us.
hereabouts,"
"All
Irish
"I
he
said.
You must also advertlas..
disks and always gives hot peach
would know it."
-CMc11110 Ben.
and 'cold tea-but, as I eras Saying heel a donee of a time making them
The wooden woman had lived in the
believe I was Irish. My name is Van
why haven't you been to see me?
tenement for nearly a year and she was
CONGRATULATIONS.
eiromineer.
Whoa,
Kitty!"
Maj. Devenant (gruffly)-You ought
never known to say more than "good
anything and all everything.
They stopped before another debit
to know.
morning" or "good night" to anybody,
1118-220 Court street Old phone :3AL
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan"
r
Mrs.. Gerard-f'?
not even to her two roomers, who never
sheeted the young man. "Folne day
Maj. Devenant-Didn't you lead me
attempted to break in on her reserve,
to-day." He winked at his companion.
(
to 'suppose you eared for me! And
appreciating the fact that they had a
"How do you like the brogue?"
didn't you throw me over for that old
landlady who neverinterfered with their
"Great," answered the other.
Moving wagon in connection.
fossil? (pause). I beg /bur pardon.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
privacy. If people talked to her she
Having ascertained that Mrs. FlanListened
with
vacant
the
expresfixed,
Mrs. Gerard (oomplacostly)-Don't *gen was well, that the "childther"
3o9 Broadway,
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
mention it He was a fossil.
were likewise and that the robust
nodded
understood,
as
if
she
but
gave
no
M. Devenant --And a wealthy OM health of Flanagan pater showed no
reply. ,
Mrs. Oerar4-Tee; that made sus* signs of dintinaUoa, the young InsurOnce a prying visitor offered to buy
a dUterence (sighs). I used to oan ance man collected all that was due
cupbeeirdo-agropositicui thatecjnalbar
yea Boy tithe
on the Flanagan debit and departed
Rooms s and 6 Register Bundle&
iy shocked the wooden steman Welife;
Architect and Superintendent.
Mi. Devenant (suddenbit-Oh!
with •farewell of the most Hibernian
ter
she
changed
color,
moved
523
her
hands
1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Gerard-What's the matter?
go: Fraternity Building.
pattern.
up to her face as if to ward off a blow and
Maj. Devenant-Nothing.
The next debit was located on •
New Phone goo.
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard! CId Phone 4g11 Red; New Phone sa
Mrs O4-Aad you Weil to oat aide road, more Like the bed of a torHow
can
I?
made
My
husband
it!"
SPECIALTIES:
me Coaches. Dear old dant
real than anything else, tiled with
"Tour husband is a carpenter, thent"
lia3. divensat (oessiasentally)- Peat rooks. amass *Oh Kitty, the
Abstraciing of Titles,
asked the visitor.
Gene forever.
mgrs, struggled with difficulty.
Insurance, Corporation aad
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
Mrs. Gerard (postithatyl-Why for.
"Winn I first made the round of
Real Ratite Law,
Bikair
"Where is he now?"
ever? We are both older sad wiser thaes debits." amid the asset -I Atas
ALBEN W.
The
wooden
let
the
woman
questioso
MissisimmommesmigninEme
armominmesm
✓
new. Let us be friends 3ast as et sure I oath' Sever Steemdwech readspass unsazwered. bee bands folded in
yore?
ilow OWie easy. Whoa. tearer
her lap. her Oyes closed as if by sleekMaj. Drosnant-4t could sever be
A little girt emerged from the debit
ler Leopard-I am very glad to ing she
bad committed a cardinal sin
Room No. s. Columbia Building,
Os awe (buries his tees .in his
"Know the what shell say." said bear you are going to be married.
and as if she were still appalled by the
the young man. "Mamma says she
handy).
Him Ostrieb-You are? Well, what
CITY ATTORNEY
sound of her own voice.
Mrs. 0sres4 (varies Illeoneat)- ain't got no meoey for you to-day," have l ever done to you?-N. Y. Sun.
One day the owner of the tenement
Don't, Dick--iceet. Boy (he makes an be squealed.
hired the wooden woman, who was very
Food for a Oat
The WU girl came to the seta.
taarticulata sound). You know I al
Said
Farmer
Jesse, "My eat will starve; poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
ways cared for you really, and there
"MOW."Oars she ain't get on mosey
Roma 13 aria re Columbia Buildling,
another building that he owned in the
There are 00 ink* to kat")
said,
for
the "Your barn b fell of hay," said I.
lee ti-day," she
are many happy years before us. My
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
lock
'And sure the cat (tle) eat IL"
heart has bees aching for you-my insusaace collector grinned a
Old Phone zoo.
started to her task when she was over
Holmes EMI:, and his onsganloa -Judge.
sold pining away is solitude.
come by the fear that her roomers might
blaj. Devenant-It can sever be the looked duly imprnised.
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALIreturn home In the evening before she
Her Inference.
they
down
scrambled
the
Then
rocky
same.
"Ali," declared the man who bad risen did and not And the hall lamp lighted. VATES.
ALL DRUGGIST roe
Mrs. Gerard (enthusiastically )-it road again and reached the main road from the ranks,"I love to recall the days So she rushed back to her kitchen and
:ea, and It will
You istli have my safely,
when as a lad I romped barefoot through sat there all day, with her hands folded,
The loquarious agent told more per- the dewy grass."
love, my devotion that have always
listening to the tick of the remorseless
sonal histories of the O'Briene and
been yours.
"Then you were compelled to take the clock.
Rooms xo, ix and 12, Columbia Ms,
pared;
that
he
Hoolihans
dew-Abed
Maj. Devenast-Why don't you add,
Kneipp treatment as a child?" inquired
Whenever she left her home, whenever
local manners and cnstoms; he din the pampered daughter of the four bun- she stepped outside of the circle that
PADUCAH, KY.
"and ray money?"
Residence.
i
Mrs. Gerard (dispasionately)-No ceased the no license law in force in dred.-Chicago Sun.
habit had drawn around her and within
J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
That would set you in the light of a the township; he explained the altowhich it had Axed her, she became as
for
follow
orders
to
result,
likely
bone
Nature
at
Fault
i.fortune buster. Boy-Boy-yon have
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
Telephone 270.
Farmer Giddap-It don't seem tele removed beyond the borders of civiliza441.S. made me very happy
"Love come. ginger ale and birch beer even in a
traieephant at the end" (with • vague certain sophisticated voice. And as a me as how nature works right.
tion and dropped in the heart of an AfriFarmer Golang-What's wrong now, can jungle.
proof of his assertions, he took his
iciea she is quoting.
Into a small bar run by an Peleg?
When the spring came the tenement
Nit Devenant-But It can never be companion
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, the
Farmer Giddap-t7p in the mountains
affable Irishman.
was surprised one day to hear the sound
the lame.
where
the
air
is
tew
ratified
fer
bug
life
ale
I
ever
ginger
tasted,"
"Best
said
Ctrs. Oerard-Why Is yon keep on
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
Nort hFifth, Both Phone us.
the stranger, sitting down his empty It's bew rocky ter farm -Louisville gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
saying that?
Courier-Journal
.
beer glee&
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W. T. MILLER & BROTHER
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